
JAPANS WESTERNIZATION ESSAY

Free Essay: Western Influence on Japan Japan, as a nation, is a continually As time increases, Japan is slowly
becoming more 'westernized' because of.

Moreover, world-wide problems such as economic gaps among nations, overpopulation, starvation, draining
of resources, nuclear armament, human rights, and environmental pollution have emerged. Japan was far more
interested than China in gaining knowledge both about and from the West. A brief history of Japan will
enlighten the many ideas and topics in which explains how and why these ideas play a role in their culture. In
the early Meiji period, there was excessive Westernization and modernization such as represented by the
Rokumeikan. New York: Abelard-Schuman Limited. Since it has remained at  Prior to the middle ages,
Japanese culture had been fostered and formed by stimulation from foreign cultures. China implemented
Western innovations and attempted to modernize as well, starting after the suppression of the Taiping
rebellion in  The demand was so severe that there was no parallel even in Western countries. However, after
Japan joined the wrong side of the war in WW2, Japan got destroyed. Perry in  China, on the other hand, had
no proof of Western military superiority and no previous examples to be guided by. According to Zenjiro
Watanabe, Westernization caused the introduction of dining out in Japan Watanabe. But acquiring proficiency
in any foreign language is made up of much more than speaking and writing. This marked the beginning of the
first of the Opium Wars, which would result in Chinese defeat and the establishment of a system of unequal
treaties Edwardes, Martin, Fairbank and Reischauer, Even when the Japanese adopted the ancient Chinese law
system ritsuryo-sei , they neither took it as it was nor simply imitated it. At first, both of the Asian nations
rejected the ideas which the West had brought upon them, and therefore went through a time period of
self-imposed isolation. After the westernization, Chinese artists started producing pop songs that mimicked
American music at the time. At first, both of the Asian nations rejected the ideas which the West had brought
upon them, and therefore went through a time period of self-imposed isolation. Therefore, modernization in
China occurred only at a very superficial level Edwardes,  China tried to resist all foreign, economic and
political penetrations by inhibiting foreign trade. This is why Japanese people never felt any strong resistance
against the introduction of Western culture, both spiritual and material.


